PROGRAM/ EXHIBITION TOUR:

The Exhibition Tour has two formats and two parallel tours taking place at the same time: An online and physical tour that both starts Monday August 16 at 19.00 pm.

Both formats invite conference participants, local and global citizens on a tour through the inner city of Kolding to explore this year’s conference theme - Matters of Scale - through the 8 art and design works submitted to Nordes 2021. These artistic interventions attempt to experiment with, challenge or explore the term “scale” in relation to the city and its engagement of human actors, species, artifacts and everyday things.

The physical tour:
Starts Monday at 19.00 pm. at site No. 1 which is just outside Designschool Kolding – and moves towards site No. 8 at the harbor front (see map below).
Moderator & guide: Eva Knutz

The online tour:
Starts Monday at 19.00 pm. at site No. 8 which is at the harbor front and moves towards site No.1 (see map below).
Moderator: Kathrina Dankl together with broadcasting team Iben Ostergaard Fog and Christina Rene, who serve as guides.

For more engagement with the exhibition see also the Exhibition Catalogue that introduces all projects as well as the the session Exhibition Conversations.

Exhibition Tours are open to an unlimited number of participants. Registration is not needed.